Purple Paper

Introduction

With emerging cryptocurrencies and Blockchain, this created modern jobs and decentralized finances. A
movement to create opening financial services, even without requiring a license. This movement is so
crystal clear, which is accessible to everyone. And in addition to this, it works without intermediary.

Therefore, users have complete control on their assets and will correlate with crypto ecosystem through
decentralized programs, which is considered as a promising innovator in the digital world.

Problem Definition;

These days most of the investors, because of lacking of enough information and not knowing how to use
financial markets and also global markets, lose their assets or in an optimistic situation their assets will
drop.

By having the aid of the Blockchian, a smart contract, after implementation, has the executive
guarantee.

In the contract, brand and the limited number of tokens , and also its decimal number will be
determined, and it is not changeable after implementation.

The contract itself is smart, because decentralized programs work by this smart contract. Thus,
decentralized programs, which are the host of the smart contracts, could be the host of the world’s
programs.

The potential of decentralized finances, to create a different future is so extreme. The kind of future that
without the use of banks and intermediary companies, we can manage our financial, and have the full
control on our assets.

The Product Description (dividend tokens);

WKX token by using financial formula, with the structure of a stablecoins, has an always growing market,
and also with limited number of tokens, the price of the token is always increasing.

However, other Blockchain’s networks, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, control just TPS6 and TPS25.
(Trading in every second)

Tron has its own especial cryptography in the cryptocurrency market that is called TRX. There are two
types of Tron tokens, which are known as TRe20 and TRC20 in the market.

Technical details;

WKX token is implemented on Tron Blockchain and TRC20 network. In the digital world, most of the
technologies around us are evolving, and also they have never failed in creating new products.

At the moment, a decentralized network is the best network to Blockchain trading, because it has a
better and higher privacy and security.

Cryptocurrencies are one of them, which have a better and higher privacy and security, and it is built
under each prominent currency development operating system.

One of these distinguished platforms of token development is Tron, which has the most searches among
startups and entrepreneur.

Tron is a kind of stable Blockchain that is especially introduced to the development of decentralized
programs.

Tron is a strong Blockchain just like Ethereum , which was invented by Justin Sun in December 2017.

In cryptocurrency space, most of the investors are disappointed to use Blockchain technology for their
trading.

Therefore, Tron is intended to destroy obstacles by allowing Blockchain developments to share their
resources to create cryptocurrencies, smart contracts and Dapps.

We can say that one of the most advantages of Tron Blockchain is that it prevents requiring of a third
party.

In addition to this, Tron Blockchain can perform more than 2000 transactions per second in every
operating system.

However, other Blockchain’s networks, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, control just TPS6 and TPS25.
(Trading in every second)

Tron has its own especial cryptography in the cryptocurrency market that is called TRX. There are two
types of Tron tokens, which are known as TRC10 and TRC20 in the market.

What is TRC20 Token?

TRC20 is standard when Tron is the Blockchain. Therefore, based on it, it is used for performing smart
contracts while using Tron to create or issue TRC20 signs.

TRC20 crypto is turning to be one of the main central points to those who are interested
in cryptocurrencies.

This standard of Tron crypto will help users to make safe and instant transactions much faster than
before.

TRC20 network can perform extra logics, which doesn’t exist in TRC10 signs. In addition to this, TRC20
tokens have higher energy level and bigger bandwidth than TRC10.

TRC20 is a standard that is used for smart contracts in Tron Blockhian to perform tokens by Tron’s virtual
machines. While, TRC10 represents a wide range of tokens that run into Tron’s main network.

TRC20 has brought higher performance and also has more smart contracts features, which gives
decentralized programs the access to instant trades.

WKX token is limited to one billion units, and every unit of WKX is noticeable in Tron’s ecosystem,
Tronscan.org.

Road Map;

Start date -> 2021/02/11

Private initial public offering in Wayking network -> 2021/08/01

Listed in PoloniDex -> 2022/06/02

WKX Coin -> 2023/05/01

WKX Dex -> 2023/12/01

Team Introduction;

We are an anonymous group of Bitcoin developers and specialists in the field of Blockchain and web 3
security.

Our chief name is Elevona Rose.

